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What is this course about?

Web Services & Service Oriented Architecture

5 ECTS points
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Example: Purchase Order: Business Process

The customer wants to purchase some goods (via the Internet)

1. Customer contacts the supplier and orders the goods

2. Sales department check with credit card department if credit is okay

3. Sales department check with inventory department if the goods are on stock

4. Sales department informs the billing department to bill the customer

5.Sales department informs the shipment department to send out the goods

6. Shipment department sends the goods to customer

7. Shipment department informs the billing department to send the invoice

8. Billing department sends the invoice to the customer
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Business Processes within a company
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Business Process across companies (B2B)
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Example: Purchase Order: Service Orientation

The customer wants to purchase some goods (via the Internet)

1. Customer contacts the supplier’s Web site and orders the goods

2. The Web site uses the process sales service to actually order the 

goods

3. The process sales service contacts the credit card service to check 

the customer’s credit

4. The process sales service calls the check inventory service to 

check if the goods are on stock
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(Web) Service architecture
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Example: Purchase: Service Oriented Architecture

(SOA)

The IT systems of each department offer services 

simple (Web) services

The purchase order business process is itself a service

offered to the customer which uses the services of the other 

IT systems

composite (Web) service
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)

A set of principles for organizing the software

Not restricted to the use of Web services

Web services

OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative) services

Grid services

Cloud services
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SOA Principles (I)

Loose coupling

Services represent self contained units of logic (one function or a set of 

functions) which are relatively independent.

SOAs should minimize dependencies between services and make these 

dependencies explicit.

Reusability

Service are created with the intent of promoting reuse
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SOA Principles (II)

Abstract service description (independent of implementation)

Service adhere to contracts/interfaces and hide their inner workings

Compositionality

Services can be coordinated and assembled to form composite services

Encapsulation (autonomy and abstraction)

And additional for Web services

Based on open standards

Vendor neutral / vendor diversity
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SOA Principles (III)

A registry, acts as a

broker for Web 

services.

A provider, can 

publish services to the 

registry

A consumer, can then

discover services in 

the registry
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SOA - Web services provider

From a business perspective the Web services provider is the

organization that owns the Web service and implements the 

business logic that underlies the service. From an architectural 

perspective this is the platform that hosts and controls access to the 

service.

The Web services provider is responsible for publishing the Web 

services it provides in a service registry hosted by a service 

discovery agency. This involves describing the business, service, 

and technical information of the Web service, and registering that 

information with the Web services registry in the format prescribed 

by the discovery agency.
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SOA - Web services requestor

From a business perspective this is the enterprise that requires certain 

functions to be satisfied. From an architectural perspective, this is the 

application that is looking for, and subsequently invoking, the service.

The Web services requestor searches the service registry for the 

desired Web services. This effectively means discovering the Web 

services description in a registry provided by a discovery agency and 

using the information in the description to bind to the service. Two

different kinds of Web services requestors exist. The requestor role can 

be played either by a browser driven by an end user or by another Web 

service as part of an application without a user interface.
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SOA - Web services registry

Which is a searchable directory where service descriptions can be 

published and searched. Service requestors find service descriptions in 

the registry and obtain binding information for services. This information 

is sufficient for the service requestor to contact, or bind to, the service 

provider and thus make use of the services it provides.

The Web services discovery agency is responsible for providing the 

infrastructure required to enable the three operations in the Web 

services architecture as described in the previous section: publishing 

the Web services by the Web services provider, searching for Web 

services by Web services requestors, and invoking the Web services.
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Service invocation vs. function call

Function call

Within the same process

Function is always available

Takes almost no time

Focus on single calls

 Fine grained

 Tight coupling

 Simple data as parameters

Service invocation

Across processes, computers, 
networks

Takes time (several magnitudes 
more than a function call)

May fail

Several service invocation may 
form a dialog

 Coarse grained

 Loosely coupled

 Complex data, documents, as 
parameters
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Why Web Services?

Problem: finding a standard way to communicate

Previous: Java RMI, .COM, DCOM, CORBA, . . .

Different access ports and protocols

Solution

Use of Web standards: HTTP, XML, SOAP, REST, . . .

Fixed port (i.e. HTTP port 80); XML/SOAP as standard message 

protocol
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Why Web Services? I

Exposing the Existing Function on the Network

A web service is a unit of managed code that can be remotely invoked 

using HTTP. That is, it can be activated using HTTP requests. Web 

services allow you to expose the functionality of your existing code over 

the network. Once it is exposed on the network, other applications can 

use the functionality of your program.
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Why Web Services? II

Interoperability

Web services allow various applications to talk to each other and share 

data and services among themselves. Other applications can also use 

the web services. For example, a VB or .NET application can talk to 

Java web services and vice versa. Web services are used to make the 

application platform and technology independent.
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Why Web Services? III

Standardized Protocol

Web services use standardized industry standard protocol for the 

communication. All the four layers (Service Transport, XML Messaging, 

Service Description, and Service Discovery layers) use well-defined 

protocols in the web services protocol stack. This standardization of 

protocol stack gives the business many advantages such as a wide 

range of choices, reduction in the cost due to competition, and increase 

in the quality.
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Why Web Services? IV

Low Cost Communication

For exampele; web services use SOAP over HTTP protocol, so you can 

use your existing low-cost internet for implementing web services. This 

solution is much less costly compared to proprietary solutions like 

EDI/B2B. Besides SOAP over HTTP, web services can also be 

implemented on other reliable transport mechanisms like FTP.
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Web services to the rescue

They reuse existing infrastructure for Web applications

 Web servers

 HTTP, CGI-bin, Servlet architecture, . . .

Exchange format is simple text messages (SOAP, JSON, . . . )

Don’t return HTML but SOAP, XML, JSON, . . .

 Easy to parse and construct (reuse XML parsers)

Crosses company boundaries easy: port 80 with standard

Web servers
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Summary: What are Web services?

A technique such that one computing device offers

services to another computing device using standard

internet protocols (i.e. HTTP, SOAP, XML, . . . )

Not to be confused with Web sites/Web applications, though 

they may use Web services
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Another Definition: What are Web services?

A Web service is a self-describing, self-contained software 

module available via a network, such as the Internet, which 

completes tasks, solves problems, or conducts transactions 

on behalf of a user or application. Web services constitute a 

distributed computer infrastructure made up of many different 

interacting application modules trying to communicate over 

private or public networks (including the Internet and Web) to 

virtually form a single logical system.
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A purchase order application involving 

interacting Web services
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Uses of Web services

Provides business logic of Web applications

Google, Twitter, . . . provide public Web services

Provide the connection to the server for mobile applications

Request and store data from the server

Request computations (like route calculations, image manipulations, ... )

Offers business services and automates business processes

Within a company / across companies (Business to Business B2B)
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Types of Web services

SOAP-based Web services

Use HTTP protocol to exchanged SOAP messages (special type of 

XML)

SOAP messages, however, are independent of HTTP (one possible 

transport protocol)

Based on the concept of services as functions

 Used with B2B applications

REST

Use the concepts behind HTTP

 Resources, URL’s identifying resources

 Representations defined by Mime-Types: XML, JSON, Text, HTML, . . .

 HTTP Verbs: GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE are functions on resources

 Used with mobile applications and Web applications
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Learning objectives

Structures of XML

Power of XML

XML Syntax, Tags, Elements and Attributes

XML Document Type Declaration (DTD), XML Schemas and Namespaces

Creating and calling simple SOAP-based Web services

Service class first

Service description in the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) first

Using XML Schema to represent complex data types

Implementing and calling RESTful Web services

Simple Web services

How to model business processes with RESTful services

What is the difference between SOAP-based and RESTful Web services?
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Course Prerequisites

Programming language: Java

Operating system knowledge
Examples and exercises use Unix (Linux / FreeBSD), Mac, or 

Windows

Software needs to be installed

Shell commands; Shell-scripts need to be written or adapted

Basic knowledge of Internet technologies: XML, 

HTML, Sockets, TCP, ...
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Practical Information

How to reach me

E-Mail: esonuc@karabuk.edu.tr

Course Web Page

http://web.karabuk.edu.tr/emrullahsonuc/ws

http://bit.ly/kbucews

Software

Java 8 (JDK), OpenESB 3 (Netbeans (IDE) plus Glassfish 4

(Application Server))
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